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Blue Sky Network Announces Giveaway at HAI Heli-Expo 2016 

Blue Sky Network to Raffle Aircraft Tracking Device at Heli-Expo 2016 

La Jolla, California – Blue Sky Network has announced that it will be holding an exclusive giveaway at 

year’s HAI Heli-Expo tradeshow. One lucky aircraft operator will win a HawkEye 7200 (HE7200), Blue Sky 

Network’s versatile and portable aircraft tracking device.   

The HawkEye 7200 

The HE7200, an Iridium based satellite tracking device, offers advanced features that make it the perfect 

SATCOM solution for aircraft tracking and two-way communication. The HE7200 is completely self-

contained with a rechargeable Li-Ion battery, built-in antennas and robust GNSS chipset. The unit also 

has a Quick Position alerting button and an integrated Bluetooth capability which allows for two-way 

messaging. 

Nick Tucky, Director of Sales at Blue Sky Network, describes the raffle as “an opportunity for Blue Sky 

Network to showcase the extensive capabilities and benefits of the HawkEye 7200. Either an 

appreciated customer of ours will be adding an additional system to their fleet, or an operator will have 

the opportunity to see the added value of employing SATCOM devices in their daily operations. It’s a 

win-win and as always we are excited to share our technology.” 

HAI Heli-Expo Raffle 

Entry to the raffle is now open to attendees of the HAI Heli-Expo 2016 tradeshow. Blue Sky Network will 

be accepting entries up until the final day of HAI Heli-Expo 2016, March 3rd. For more details on how to 

enter and the terms and conditions please click here. 

About Blue Sky Network (www.blueskynetwork.com) 

Blue Sky Network is a pioneer in the development of satellite tracking and two-way communication for 

remotely active private, commercial, and government fleets worldwide. Today, Blue Sky Network is an 

industry leading developer and supplier of complete global SATCOM solutions for the aviation, marine, 

and land-mobile industries. Blue Sky Network’s interactive web portal, SkyRouter, offers extensive 

tracking, communicating and managing functionality without the expense and difficulty of additional 

computer hardware/software. 

http://blueskynetwork.com/accurate-flight-following-free-hawkeye-7200/

